
Risk Disclaimer Policy 

Canadian Capital Markets’s Risk Disclaimer Policy ("Policy") is designed to inform users ("User" or 
"Users") of the inherent risks associated with trading on the forex and cryptocurrency plaAorm 
("PlaAorm"). By accessing and using the PlaAorm, Users acknowledge and accept the following risks. 

1. Market Risks: 

The forex and cryptocurrency markets are subject to fluctuaKons that can result in significant 
financial losses. Users should be aware that market condiKons may change rapidly, and the value of 
currencies or cryptocurrencies can be highly volaKle. 

2. Leverage Risks: 

The use of leverage amplifies both potenKal gains and losses. While leverage can enhance profits, it 
also exposes Users to the risk of losing more than their iniKal investment. Users should carefully 
manage and consider the impact of leverage on their trading posiKons. 

3. Liquidity Risks: 

Market liquidity can vary, affecKng the ability to execute trades at desired prices. In Kmes of low 
liquidity, Users may experience slippage, where the executed price differs from the expected price, 
potenKally leading to financial losses. 

4. Regulatory Risks: 

The regulatory environment for forex and cryptocurrency trading is dynamic and subject to change. 
Users should be aware of and comply with relevant regulaKons in their jurisdicKon, as non-
compliance may result in legal consequences. 

5. Technology Risks: 

The PlaAorm relies on technology that may be suscepKble to disrupKons, including system failures, 
network issues, and cyber-aXacks. Users should be aware of the potenKal for interrupKons to trading 
acKviKes and take necessary precauKons to secure their accounts. 

6. Counterparty Risks: 

Trading involves counterparKes, and Users should be aware of the credit risk associated with the 
enKKes they transact with. The financial stability and reliability of counterparKes can impact the 
ability to execute trades and withdraw funds. 

7. PoliKcal and Economic Risks: 



PoliKcal events, economic indicators, and geopoliKcal developments can influence market 
condiKons. Users should consider the potenKal impact of such factors on their trading posiKons and 
be prepared for unforeseen events. 

8. Past Performance Is Not IndicaKve of Future Results: 

Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. Users should exercise cauKon when relying on 
historical performance data and understand that market condiKons may change, leading to different 
outcomes. 

Disclaimer: 

Trading on the PlaAorm involves significant risks, and Users should only trade with funds they can 
afford to lose. It is advisable for Users to seek independent financial advice and fully understand the 
risks associated with forex and cryptocurrency trading before engaging in any transacKons on the 
PlaAorm. 

By accessing and using the PlaAorm, Users acknowledge that they have read, understood, and 
accepted the risks outlined in this Policy. The PlaAorm shall not be held liable for any losses or 
damages arising from Users' trading acKviKes. 

This Policy may be updated periodically, and Users are encouraged to review it regularly to stay 
informed of any changes.


